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This seasons winter colours

True to the season, soft snowy white shades seem to be a good choice for clothes that blend in

For women, earthy colours ranging from the deep shades of olive, maroon, brown, deep blue’s to
Hair

Choosing the right hair style to go with the fashion and season can be a daunting task. You do

Men on the other to make the cut will have to aim to get their hair into the bushy straight ye
Hats
If you like hats you’re in luck, this season hoods, hats and caps are the rage. Large knitted
Coats

This season coats come with a nice thick mantle like look that feature tousled sleeves and fun
Fabrics

The prevailing tendencies for fabrics this season are fabrics that are over-worked with severa
Lightweight wool or reworked cottons are the base for designs that will debut this winter.
Effects

Complementing the feel and textures of fabrics the designs around these effects that are set t

Cashmere worked in with regular wool and mohair is blended to give the fabrics a light yet vis
Denim is one of those fabrics that will probably be around forever, this winter, the theme is
Scarves

This season, trade in your old winter muffler for those large woollen scarves that can be drap
Footwear
Ankle length shoes in shades of silver and grey are this winters winner. They shriek elegance
Jewellery

Jewellery designs highlighting the winter season are marvellous add onsâ silver snowflake pend

So, make sure you watch out for these lovely trends that are bound to take the country by stor
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